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Warner Bros. created a whole new Bat-phenomenon when they launched
"Batman: The Animated Series" in September 1992. Riding the wave of the
popularity of the 1989 Michael Keaton big-screen movie, the animated series
gave us a Batman who was dark, brooding and strong, always remembering the
pain that created him. This was a Batman we could truly believe in. This was a
Gotham City that was always night. And this was a Rogues Gallery of villains who
found new life on the small screen: Besides colorful mainstays like Joker and
Penguin, there were demented dames like Poison Ivy, springing from moderate
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obscurity in the comics realm, and Harley Quinn, crafted just for this series, then
crossing over to the comics realm.

All in all, "Batman: The Animated Series" has had a huge, fabulous impact in the
Bat-world, and this Kindle report examines that, with a magazine-length feature
story on the show, full episode synopses and cast list. With its 2011 update, the
report also includes photos, which appear in color where available.

From the same place you'll find print reference guides to classic
TV shows like "Dallas," "Dynasty" and "The Dukes of Hazzard," the BRBTV
Reports are not designed to be "books."  They're shorter, snappier reads
-- and oh-so conveniently electronic -- to celebrate the great TV shows
you love!

The New Batman Adventures: Unmasking
Gotham's Darkest Secrets
When it comes to superheroes, none are as iconic and beloved as
Batman. For decades, the Caped Crusader has been enthralling
audiences with his dark and brooding persona,...

"Superman: The Animated Brbtv Report" - An
In-Depth Look into the Iconic Superhero
Are you a fan of Superman? Have you ever wondered about the impact
he has made on popular culture? Look no further as we delve into the
world of "Superman: The...
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Dynasty High Guide To TV Dynasty
Welcome to Dynasty High! In this comprehensive TV guide, we will delve
into the world of the hit TV show "Dynasty" and give you an in-depth...

Surgery Podiatry: Apmle Part - Take Your
Career to the Next Level!
Are you a podiatrist looking to specialize in foot and ankle surgery?
Performing surgeries can be a highly rewarding aspect of your career,
allowing you to make a...
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Meet Billie Rae Bates: The Medical Assistant
Flash Review
Are you looking for a highly skilled and dedicated medical assistant to
join your healthcare team? Look no further because Billie Rae Bates is
here to impress! In this...
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The Art And Science Of Reinventing Your
Career And Life
Are you feeling stuck in your career or unfulfilled in your life? Maybe
you've been yearning for a change, but you're not sure where to start.
The good news is,...

Contemporary Qatar: Examining State And
Society Gulf Studies
In recent years, the country of Qatar has emerged as a key player in the
Gulf region. Its rapidly growing economy, ambitious development
projects, and strategic foreign...
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